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No. 1 Series of 2015

In 2013, the reclassification of  Shrine Hills in Matina as an Urban Ecological Enhancement 
Sub-zone by the City Council was welcomed by  local environmental advocates who have long 
lobbied to mitigate its vulnerabilities to protect and enhance its remaining forest cover from the 
onslaught of various residential and infrastructure projects in the area.

Under the city's amended Comprehensive Land Use Plan, the Urban Ecological Enhancement 
Sub-zone refers to “areas intended for  massive greening program for ecological enhancement in 
major urban zones as precautionary and pro-active approach to climate change adaptation and 
part of risk reduction management against flooding, landslide and inundation as the edges and 
slopes of the ridge or hill are found to be highly susceptible to landslide.” 

Allowable Uses/Activities in Landslide Mitigation Sub-zone:
3.1.1   All uses/activities in Forest Zone (FZ)
3.1.2   Improvement and maintenance of all waterway easement
3.1.3    Reforestation Development Projects
3.1.4  Other greening program which includes enhancement  of biodiversity projects
 Compatible Uses in Landslide Mitigation Sub-zone
   3.2.1    Uses in Agricultural Non-tillage Zone
   3.2.2    Ecotourism projects

SHRINE HILLS GEOLOGY
The Shrine Hills straddles two watershed areas: the Matina-Pangi Watershed and the Davao 

River Watershed. It is  a north-northwest trending plateau, located west of Davao River. It has a 
dimension of about 3.5 km in length and about 1 km in width. 

Its relatively flat  hilltop has attracted the attention of several large real estate companies 
which plan to develop high-end residential subdivisions in the area. 

But because the soil is highly porous and underlaid with silty limestone, the area is prone to 
landslides and tension cracks on the hill slopes facing Ma-a and Matina Pangi. The Mines and 
Geoscience Bureau, in its terrain analysis, has also revealed the potential risk of underground 
depressions or sinkholes occurring in the area. 

THE GREENING OF
SHRINE HILLS

Article VIII, Section 3, Comprehensive Zoning Ordinance 2013-2022
• Brebante, Beverly Mae. “Shrine Hills: Its Geologic Conditions”. Mines and Geosciences Bureau. Powerpoint Presentation    

Yellow-Vented Bulbul
Birds found in Davao Shrine Hills



It is for this reason that environmental advocates like Norma Javellana of the Davao Shrine Hills Advocates (DSHA) want to 
turn Shrine Hills into a protected zone to limit the development occurring in the area.

“The reclassification of Shrine Hills into an Ecological Subzone opens up various possibilities on how to rehabilitate the erosion-
prone slopes and to preserve and sustain the tree cover in the area.” Javellana said.

One such possibility is the plan made by green architect Jim Palma as an alternative for the sustainable and environment-
friendly development of Shrine Hills. The design is becoming a rallying point to gather broad support for a new development 
paradigm for Shrine Hills.

“The draft of Arch. Palma is not a finished blueprint but a starting point that can be further developed with the involvement of 
landowners and developers, nearby communities and subdivisions, the LGU and government regulatory and planning agencies, 
to make the shared dream of a green, sustainable and accessible Shrine Hills come true.” Javellana added.

WHY SHRINE HILLS MUST BE SAVED: Excerpt from DSHA Briefing Pamphlet
• SH needs protection because it is highly susceptible to hazards and landslides affecting local communities. Studies by the Mines and 

Geosciences Bureau (MGB) show that SH is inherently unstable and stress the importance of “bio-engineering measures: plant appropriate 
vegetation to prevent erosion and increase infiltration capacity.”

• The unstable soil on SH makes it necessary to apply the Precautionary Principle to safeguard human life and health and the environmental 
rights of present and future generations. (Rule 20 of Supreme Court Rules for environmental cases).

• The law on the Minimum Design Standards for Subdivisions (P.D. 957), provides that “Subdivisions must be outside hazard prone areas and 
protected areas (and that) critical areas subject to flooding, landslides and those with unstable soil must be avoided.”

• The General Welfare Principle (Section 16) of the Local Government Code requires that every LGU shall exercise the powers to enhance the 
right of the people to a balanced ecology and preserve the comfort and convenience of their inhabitants. 

SAVING SHRINE HILLS

SHRINE HILLS PARK CONNECTOR NETWORK
The answer, as proposed by the development plan, lies in developing an ecological infrastructure for Shrine Hills. The plan 

seeks to establish the Shrine Hills Park Connector Network, which will link two existing eco-tourist attractions (the Gap Farm Resort 
and the Outland  Adventure Basin) with five proposed eco-tourist sites. This network aims to protect and enhance the existing 
natural features of Shrine Hills, while allowing the growth of a full range of ecological services to benefit Dabawenyos.

“We can integrate sustainable transportation, natural stormwater management, urban agriculture and other green 
infrastructure into this network to see Davao City through the environmental challenges that lie ahead.” Palma said.

The proposed is anchored on the principle of ecologically renewing Shrine Hills to 
become a showcase of the city’s vision of Davao as a City of Life.

Architect Palma, in his presentation, raised questions on  how to rebuild the Shrine 
Hills ecosystem so that it can have both productive and ecological potential for the 
city.

“How can we discover a new aesthetic that reflects and foresees a lifestyle in which 
cultural and human processes adapt to and reconcile  the changing environment?” 

“How can a landscape resource that belongs to every Dabawenyo become 
a destination for the whole city, the way the resources of the rest of the city are 
recognized and enjoyed by all?” 

DREAMING

• Palma, Jim. Dreaming Green: Transforming Shrine Hills into a People’s Eco Park, PowerPoint Presentation
• Palma, Jim. Dreaming Green: Transforming Shrine Hills into a People’s Eco Park, PowerP`oint Presentation
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Transforming Shrine Hills
into a People’s Eco Park

GREEN 
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The first proposed eco-tourist site will use the  land behind 
the Alexian Brothers Health and Wellness Center as a retention 
area for the stormwater run-off from Shrine Hills. Stormwater 
parks are important because they help reduce flooding during 
heavy rain. By temporarily holding surface run-off, the rate of 
the water flowing down into the city's drainage canals will be 
reduced.  Further, the addition of local aquatic, marginal and 
marsh plants in the area will reinvigorate local biodiversity, 
boosting opportunities for wildlife tours and ecological studies.

The second proposed eco-tourist site will require the 
construction of a canopy walk traversing the forest cover 
along the slopes of Shrine Hills.

It will offer breathtaking views of the city and the forest 
canopy in the area. On the ground, similar trails will also offer 
visitors the experience of encountering the local flora and 
fauna  in the area.

The paths also entice and enhance walkability to the 
surrounding communities, providing alternative routes and 
connecting communities along the perimeter of the hill.

SHRINE HILLS STORMWATER PARK

TALAN-AWON CANOPY WALK

TAYTAY HILLTOP WALK

SHRINE HILLS FOREST PARK

LANGUB ROAD PARK CONNECTOR

Soil and Water 
Increase safety on foothills 
due to slope stabilizing 
property of vegetation.

Soil Quality
Maintain and enhanced 
soil quality due to high 
organic matter.

Ecological Restoration
Restore biodiversity in the 
urban fabric.

Flood Protection
Absorb and slow down 
thousands of gallons of 
water during peak flows.

Storm Water Quality
Introduce cleaner water 
into urban habitats.

Economic Benefits
Increase of land value due 
to proximity of parklands 
Increase in land tax and 
real estate tax and income 
from ecotourism.

This eco-tourist site will offer hiking and jogging trails for Dabawenyos.  The remaining forest 
cover on the hilltop provides opportunities for citizens to escape the city smog and urban heat. 
Trees mitigate the impact of climate change by sequestering carbon dioxide and reducing 
atmospheric pollution. 

Given the limestone nature of Shrine Hills, preserving its rainforest is important because of 
its role in maintaining the carbon balance of the city. Studies show that forests on limestone 
can store huge amounts of carbon in its biomass and its soil. 

Forests over limestone also attract high biodiversity and are often centers of endemism.  
Continuing reforestation of native trees in the area will further strengthen its value as a forest 
corridor to protect local wildlife.

The fourth eco-tourist site will involve developing a forest park at the foot of Shrine Hills. 
Urban forest parks provide more than just a place for recreation. Policy studies have shown that 
parks  stimulate the local economy by generating livelihood opportunities for communities. 
They provide social cohesion by bringing communities together instead of building social 
barriers. More importantly, the ecological value of the park also has a direct impact on public 
health; the more people spend their time in parks, the more healthier they become.

The recent road expansion along Diversion Road has exposed the geology of Shrine Hills. 
This is an  opportunity for Dabawenyos to be educated about the geological history of the 
area.  School tours can be organized so that students can visit the exposed walls and learn 
how Shrine Hills was created over time.

Overlook pavilions can also be added on top of the walls to give tourists an overview of 
the landscape from this area.

• Proctor, John, et. al. “Ecological Studies in Four Contrasting Lowland Forests in Gunung Mulu National Park, Sarawak, Malaysia”,  Journal of Ecology 1983, 71, 237-260. Print and Web. 
• Clements, Rueben, et.al. “Limestone Karsts of Southeast Asia: Imperiled Arks of Biodiversity”, Bioscience Journal Vol. 56, Issue 9: 733-742. Print and Web.
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BENEFITS OF AN 
ECO PARK



VIABLE WATERSHED DEVELOPMENT MODEL “Our purpose is to aid 
Shrine Hills as a place 
of critical importance, 
as well as a place for 

working and living. 
Where the Shrine 
Hills has been an 

excuse for dividing 
neighborhoods and 
peoples, we desire a 
place where people 
can come together. 
We concur with the 
view that parks can 
create new value on 
adjacent lands, but 

also propose that the 
preservation of Shrine 

Hills is necessary to 
strengthen the image 

of Davao City as a 
city of Life.”

• Dreaming Green:  
 Transforming Shrine Hills  
 into a People’s Eco Park, PPT  
 Presentation, Arch. Jim  
 Palma, RA

Sustainable Development Goal 11: Make Cities Safe, Resilient and Sustainable
  
• Ensures that there is an accessible public park or recreational open space within half-a-kilometer of 

every city resident by 2015 (Urban Environmental Accords, Action 10).
• By 2030, all city-regions achieve a tree canopy of at least 25% of land area and meet WHO’s suggested 

minimum of 9 open space per resident.

Interface Development Interventions (IDIS) Inc.
AlMaCen Building Km. 11 Davao-Bukidnon Road, Catalunan Pequeño, Davao City
229.4552
interfacedvo@gmail.com
www.idisphil.org
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• Walker, Christopher.  The Value of Urban Parks.  Urban Institute, 2004. Web. 21 June 2004 
• “Public Spaces in the Sustainable Development Goals” Future of Places. Online. Retrieved from  http://futureofplaces.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/FoP_Public-Space-and-the-SDGs.pdf

An overview of a forested site near Garcia Settlers Village in Shrine Hills, Ma-a side. Kingfishers, Sun birds, Asian fantails and Yellow Vented Bulbuls are often spotted in the area. 

Watershed advocacy group Interface Development Interventions welcomed the plan by calling 
it an ideal vision of what Shrine Hills ought to be in the future.

“As development plans go, this is an exciting vision to aim for in the future.” said IDIS executive 
director Ann Fuertes.

She said that this initiative fits with the United Nations' post-2015 development agenda which 
proposes 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) for member nations. The 11th goal, she said, 
called for “Making Cities and Human Settlements Inclusive, Safe, Resilient and Sustainable.”

SDG 11 is specifically related to public space: by 2030, member nations must be able to provide 
universal access to safe, inclusive and accessible, green and public spaces, particularly for women 
and children, older persons with disabilities.

“Ideally, this will have to be achieved through a convergence of public, private and civil society 
efforts. But this will take a lot of work over a longer period of time. Perhaps a scaled down initiative 
might be feasible at this point; even then, it is  exciting to see the potential of Shrine Hills as a model for 
multi-sectoral  watershed management,” Fuertes said.

A similar sentiment was also shared by Arch. Palma. In his presentation, he called for a transformative 
timeline for the project.

“Work on transforming the Shrine Hills should be a series of choreographed decisions and 
designs, investments and incentives, to put on vibrant landscape performances. In time, incremental 
improvements and policy commitments will layer up into a profound transformation.” he said.


